Demystifying
AI & Machine Learning

About 80% of the data we look at today is unstructured.
Artificial intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) give you an unlimited
power to understand and translate it. Are you using it to your best advantage?

Why is this such a hot
subject right now?
Optimize target
audiences, in-flight
campaigns,
and more.

Understand
what motivates
consumers.
Connect
across
media
channels.

Easily
manage
inventory.

Personalize
messages.

Access
to real-time
point-of-sale
transactional
data.

Prioritize
marketing
and new
product
spending.

MULTIPLE
DATA SOURCES

REAL-TIME

EFFICIENT
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AI is the broad concept that machines can carry
out tasks in a way we consider “smart”. ML is an application
of AI that gives machines data and lets them learn for themselves.

What's the difference
between AI and ML?

Analyze vast amounts
of data faster and more
efficiently than
humans can.

ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE

= AUTOMATION
AT SCALE

Adapt and
learn in real
time as you
input more
data.

MACHINE
LEARNING

& SMART
= ADAPTIVE
PROCESSING
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AI has exploded into a $21B industry but is it driving results?
About 70% of companies report their AI initiatives are not
showing ROI and 28% say they’re not using it at all.

How and when
to use AI?
Turn to AI to solve
concrete issues with
procurement or logistics
or more abstract ones,
like how to reach
a specific consumer
or consumer segments,
through which channel,
with which creative,
with which message and
with which offer/pricing
at scale.

AI is a tool, not a strategy.
AI is a long-term investment,
not a short-term solution.
Align it with your company’s
strategic objectives.

STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVES

CONCRETE
& ABSTRACT
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Not all ML is the same.
Consider which type best suits your objectives.

How and when
to use ML?
Unsupervised
ML automatically
recognizes and
understands data
patterns and
structures.
The outcome
is not given.

Supervised ML
is data with a clearly
defined output given.
Predict outcomes
and map between
features and output.

SUPERVISED

This subset of ML
uses deep artificial
neural networks
as models.
It automatically
builds a hierarchy of
data representations.

Reward-based ML is like
training a dog. The machine
learns how to act in a certain
environment.

UNSUPERVISED

REWARD

To learn more about Catalina and how its Nerd Squad uses AI and ML to demystify shopper
data and deliver actionable insights, visit www.catalina.com or email grow@catalina.com

DEEP LEARNING

